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FIRST HOME OWNER GRANT AMENDMENT BILL 2005 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 30 June. 

MR D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN (Leschenault) [8.38 pm]:  On the face of it, this legislation seems a relatively 
simple set of amendments to the substantive legislation, which is the First Home Owner Grant Act 2000.   
I will run through a few of the key details of this bill.  This bill seeks to amend the principal act to provide access 
to the first home owner grant system by people who have been given a right of occupancy from a local authority.  
At the moment the grants are available to people who have rights of occupancy granted by the commonwealth or 
the state but not by a local government.  The amendments will apply retrospectively from the date of 
commencement of the principal act, which is 1 July 2000.  It will mean that anyone who occupies land in 
accordance with the relevant legislative provisions - whether the land is owned by the commonwealth, the state 
or a local government - will be treated the same way for the purposes of the first home owner grant system.   

There is provision in the bill for what has been referred to as a period of grace of one year to allow first home 
owners who previously have not applied for this grant to apply for it when they have land granted by a local 
government subject to a licence or right of occupancy, with particular security of tenure requirements that apply 
to that.  I do not really know why the Treasurer called it a grace period.  It almost implies that those people have 
done something wrong.  Of course they have not.  They have been precluded from eligibility for the first home 
owner grant because of the way in which the act was framed in 2000.  It is a bit odd to refer to it as a period of 
grace when it does not indicate the same thing at all.  A series of transitional provisions in the legislation are 
designed to ensure equity.  They will enable people who previously had not applied for the first home owner 
grant - they were ineligible because they had a licence or right of occupancy granted by a local government - to 
make application for the grant. 
Appropriately, the stamp duty concession that came into effect last year will also apply to these matters when the 
right of occupancy was granted by a local authority on or after 1 July 2004, which is when those concessions 
came into effect.  We all remember that they are the stamp duty concessions that the government brought in after 
having spent several budgets increasing stamp duty at a rate of knots.  However, at least it is good that the 
government will give some of those increases back to people who were affected in this way as well.  I 
understand from our briefing by departmental representatives - through the Treasurer, I would like to pass on our 
thanks for their time - that the full-year cost of this legislative measure has been calculated at about $100 000.  
However, there will be a first-year cost that is estimated at $400 000 because of the retrospective nature of the 
legislation. 
I will turn to a couple of details.  I suppose the first matter to deal with is the retrospectivity in this bill.  Clause 4 
amends section 6 of the First Home Owner Grant Act 2000.  That is the one that really is the key part of this 
legislation, as I read it.  Section 6 will be amended so that people who have a house on land that is the subject of 
a licence or occupancy granted by a local authority will be able to claim the first home owner grant, and these 
amendments will go back to 1 July 2000.  However, the period of grace, as the Treasurer referred to it, extends 
for only one year.  It is retrospective to 2000.  There might be a number of people - we are told potentially 
hundreds of people - who could apply for the first home owner grant under this legislation.  However, there is 
only one year for people who have not previously applied for the grant to apply in cases in which their property 
is the subject of a licence or right of occupancy granted by a local government.  Essentially, if I can put it very 
bluntly, for five years this problem has built up, yet people are being given only a fixed one-year period to apply 
for their grant in accordance with these legislative provisions.  I have to wonder about that.  We will not take this 
to the wire, but perhaps in his response the Treasurer would indicate why he has provided only a one-year period 
of grace, as he calls it, for people to find out about this scheme and apply for the grant.  If some people were to 
apply one day after one year from the commencement of this legislation, according to the wording of the 
legislation they would not be eligible for the first home owner grant, even though they might have built their 
house and executed a right of occupancy or a licence agreement with a local authority at precisely the same time 
as someone who had applied within the 12-month period and who subsequently was able to obtain the grant.   
The point I make is very simple.  The government has budgeted to provide the grant to people who have built 
houses under these circumstances since 2004, so why not provide some flexibility, and maybe even have a 
period of grace, as the Treasurer calls it, that could be the subject of regulation or perhaps could be set by the 
Treasurer and could be amended?  In that way, if it was determined towards the end of the year, for example, 
that perhaps the government could have promoted this a little better, and maybe people in the areas affected were 
not fully aware of it, the period could be extended for another six months, 12 months or whatever.  That just 
seems a fair thing to do, especially when, as I said earlier, it is not as though, by extending that period, the cost to 
government will be increased, because the cost is finite and has been budgeted for.  The cost of the 
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retrospectivity aspect of this is budgeted at $400 000, as I said earlier.  Therefore, there does not seem to be any 
reason for such a fixed requirement.   
Having said that, it opens up the question of how this arrangement will be promoted.  The advice that we got 
from the officers concerned was very positive.  For example, they made it clear that people whose applications 
had been rejected will, subsequent to this legislation being passed and coming into operation, be approached 
proactively by the Office of State Revenue.  They will be told that the law has changed, and, if they apply again, 
they will get their grant.  It was very pleasing to hear that the Office of State Revenue will proactively go into the 
community and offer to give people some money back.  It is not a regular occurrence, but it is a very good, very 
positive attitude.   
I also understand that the Office of State Revenue will actively promote these changes among shire councils, 
particularly those that are most affected, which I will touch on later.  Perhaps the Treasurer will be able to 
provide more detail of any other ways in which this legislative provision will be promoted in the community to 
ensure that people who have built a house on property that is owned or managed by a local authority in 
accordance with a relevant licence or right of occupancy agreement are aware that they can apply for the first 
home owner grant and that they will receive some financial benefit as a result.  
I understand that the main areas affected are Geraldton, Greenough and Manjimup.  The advice we were given is 
that there are several hundred potential properties in each shire to which these legislative provisions could apply.  
I was quite interested in this, because in my neck of the woods I am not aware of anything along these lines.  I 
spoke to a few people in local government, and I got some raised eyebrows.  They were not aware of this either.  
The City of Geraldton advised that it has a system in place whereby individuals are able to lease state 
government land from the City of Geraldton for a period of 21 years.  That is done through the local government, 
the City of Geraldton.  I was told that pensioners can apply for a licence or right of occupancy for this tenure.  
Essentially, the people end up owning the house that is on the land, and they lease the land underneath the house.  
It got me scratching my head, because I wondered why on earth we have these arrangements.  If we were 
referring to principal places of residence, which is obviously what the first home owner grant scheme is all 
about, I could not understand why local authorities were giving people 21-year leases or licences or rights of 
occupancy and making it mandatory for people to build homes on the land without having the security of 
freehold ownership of that land.  There is an anomaly whereby land that is subject to a licence or right of 
occupancy granted by a local authority would have been covered by the first home owner grant scheme had that 
arrangement been with the state or commonwealth governments.  I must ask: in identifying this anomaly and 
deciding to do something about it, did someone go one step further and ask why this situation has arisen?  Has 
someone talked to these local authorities to find out why people are building properties on land that appears to be 
similar to leasehold land for lease periods of 21 years, or whatever, rather than have an arrangement in which 
that land could be freehold land held by the local government, for example, and then on-sold to the people who 
wish to live there?  It just seems very odd that, in effect, in the City of Geraldton, for example, we are fostering a 
system whereby people can spend many thousands of dollars building a house on a property, yet their security of 
tenure is 21 years.  I would suggest that most people who build a house expect to be able to pass it on to their 
children or to have it as their most secure asset throughout their lives.  We did not put a huge amount of extra 
work into the bill.  Suffice to say that we revealed this strange situation in places such as Geraldton, Manjimup 
and Greenough and I wonder whether the government has looked into it in any more detail.  I look forward to the 
Treasurer’s advice in that regard. 

Another aspect of the bill on which we received advice was that people who have on-sold their home since 2000 
will be eligible for the first home owner grant if they did not receive the grant for their subsequent home.  That is 
quite important for someone who, for example, had been given a right of occupancy by the City of Geraldton, 
built a property on the land after 2000 and sold that property and bought another house.  It would be a shame if 
we passed this legislation without a provision for them to receive the benefit of the first home owner grant.  It 
would be a nice little shot in the arm for people like that.  Hopefully, a number of young families who would 
have had no expectation of receiving the grant will be able to take advantage of quite a handy little cash benefit.   
To reinforce what I said earlier, it is interesting to note that there are people around the state who must obtain 
these rights of occupancy from local authorities to build a property, or whatever, for the reasons I have 
explained.  I also point out the Treasurer’s own words in a press release of 2 May 2005, in which he said - 

Building stronger regional communities means encouraging young Western Australians to invest in our 
towns and regional cities, providing more jobs and opportunities. 

That is true.  However, in this case we are fostering a system whereby these young Western Australians to whom 
the Treasurer referred will not ultimately own the whole property; they will own only the bricks and mortar, not 
the land underneath.  Again, I would like to hear the Treasurer’s advice on whether the government looked into 
this matter in some detail and what sort of directions were recommended to it. 
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Another question that arises from this bill is that the Commissioner for State Revenue, under the relevant 
legislative provisions, must be satisfied that the right of occupancy or the licence arrangements with the local 
authority provide for a long-term, secure tenure.  I mentioned the City of Geraldton, which has arrangements that 
include a tenure of 21 years.  In a commercial sense, 21 years is quite a long period.  However, as I said earlier, 
21 years is not forever to a lot of people.  It would be nice to see a greater security of tenure.  The question I 
have is very simple: generally speaking, what sort of tenure does the Commissioner of State Revenue deem to be 
long-term, secure tenure for the purpose of this legislation?  It would be quite interesting to hear from the 
Treasurer’s advisers via the Treasurer what the commissioner usually deems to be the tenure that meets the 
legislative requirements that stipulate that he can give approval when he is satisfied that the relevant arrangement 
provides for long-term, secure tenure. 
Mr E.S. Ripper:  When we put seven years into the legislation governing concessions for people living in park 
homes, the opposition argued that it should be reduced to five years or even less. 
Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The Treasurer must be one of those people who gets a pang of hunger at 
night.  He can have a nice piece of fresh fruit and fancies an orange.  He reaches into the fridge and pulls out an 
apple and does not know the difference.  The Treasurer is talking about a completely different matter. 
Mr E.S. Ripper:  I thought they were both fruit myself! 

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The Treasurer has had too much birthday cake tonight! 
The Liberal Party will not stand in the way of this legislation.  It is a great thing that many people in areas such 
as Greenough, Manjimup and Geraldton will be able to obtain this benefit.  However, I would like to hear from 
the Treasurer whether the government not only recognised this particular problem, but also went one step further 
and questioned why people in Geraldton have to put up with a relatively short tenure on these sorts of 
arrangements; what the individual circumstances are in these matters; whether local governments should be 
asked to change some of these arrangements; and what can the state government do?  I ask those questions 
especially as we are talking about state government land.  I presume we are talking about land that is in some 
way vested in the local authorities and the local authorities give approval for people to build homes and live 
there and so on.  It is one thing to say that we should give families and individuals who live under these 
circumstances, and who have perhaps even built homes on land that has been acquired under these 
circumstances, access to the first home owner grant.  However, I would say that the opportunity of getting 
freehold access to that land on reasonable terms would be a tremendous benefit for them.  Again, we realise that 
this is not the purpose of the bill.  However, in uncovering this anomaly and trying to do something about it, it 
would be nice if we could get the Treasurer’s advice on whether this matter has been considered and whether the 
government has pursued it at all. 
MR J.E. McGRATH (South Perth) [8.58 pm]:  When I attended the briefing on this bill, I felt like the member 
for Leschenault.  I have moved around a bit since the days of my first house and I have never heard of people 
living on land under lease arrangements with local government.  I asked a question at the briefing, as I was 
finding it hard to come to grips with the fact that people actually lease land from their local shire and then build a 
house on it.  It goes against all the principles that we were brought up with, such as never build anything on 
someone else’s property.  I know business does it, but it is very unusual for people to build a house on land they 
do not own.  As the member for Leschenault pointed out, in Geraldton the lease period is 21 years, which is not a 
long time in terms of how long some people live in their family homes.   
I will also be interested to hear from the Treasurer about the circumstances of these arrangements and why this 
land cannot be packaged off and sold or why people cannot be given an opportunity to buy these properties.  If 
the land is leased for 21 years, it is land for which the council has no short-term need.  It is questionable whether 
the council has any need for it in the long-term, because it is prepared to lease it to people who are happy enough 
to build a home on it.  Although we all support the first home owner grant - it is a wonderful initiative for young 
people or any person who gets an opportunity to build or buy his or her first home - the bill flies in the face of 
what we encourage people to do in terms of obtaining their first home.  I can see what the government is doing 
with this amendment bill.  People have a similar arrangement under the commonwealth or the state government 
but someone down the road whose occupancy of a property has been granted by a local government cannot 
participate in the first home owner grant scheme.  The government is obviously trying to fix this anomaly.  We 
support that, so that the system becomes more consistent for everyone.   

I admit that I was a little confused about something and I will ask the Treasurer to explain it to me.  I refer to 
page 3 of the explanatory memorandum, which contains three examples.  I have no trouble with example 3, 
which states - 

Mrs Violet has never owned a home and, subsequent to this Act receiving the Royal Assent, purchases a 
house for which a right of occupancy was granted via a lease from a local government.  She will be 
eligible for a first home owner grant in respect of the purchase of that home.  
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Example 2 states - 

Mr White owned a house for which right of occupancy was granted via a lease from a local 
government.  He sold the house in December 1999.  Prior to this Act receiving the Royal Assent he 
purchased a home.  He will be eligible for a first home owner grant in respect of that home.  

Example 1 is the one with which I cannot come to grips.  I am sure that the Treasurer, as clever as he is, will be 
able to explain it to me.  It states - 

Ms Black owned a house for which right of occupancy was granted via a lease from a local government.  
She sold the house in December 1999.  After this Act receives the Royal Assent she purchases a home.  
She will not be eligible for a first home owner grant in respect of that home.  

Dr G.G. Jacobs:  I don’t understand it either.   

Mr J.E. McGRATH:  The member for Roe is a very experienced medical practitioner and is far cleverer than a 
journalist, yet he does not understand that example!  I feel that I am in good company.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  Which page are you on?   

Mr J.E. McGRATH:  It is page 3 of the explanatory memorandum.  The one I could not understand was 
example 1.  It outlines that Ms Black is not eligible for the grant because she purchases a home after this 
legislation receives royal assent.  She sold her house at the same time as Mr White in example 2, but he is 
eligible for the first home owner grant and she is not.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  The issue is that if you have what is called a relevant interest in residential property, you are 
not a first home buyer; therefore, you cannot get the first home owner grant for the purchase of a subsequent 
property.  However, because leasehold from local government is not the type of land interest that creates that 
prior ownership, people have been able to have that interest and then purchase a subsequent property and get the 
first home owner grant for that subsequent property.  Once we have made leasehold from local government the 
type of interest that creates eligibility for a first home owner grant, that will obviously create a circumstance in 
which a person cannot then get another grant for a subsequent purchase.  People have a bit of time before this 
legislation goes through in which the old rules will apply.  Once the legislation goes through, the new rules will 
apply.  If a person had this type of leasehold property, he will not be able to make a subsequent purchase and get 
a first home owner grant.   

Mr J.E. McGRATH:  What is the difference between Ms Black in example 1 and Mr White in example 2?   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  One purchases a subsequent home before the rules are changed and one purchases a 
subsequent home after the rules have changed.   

Mr J.E. McGRATH:  Ms Black is in the same category as Mr White before this legislation comes into force 
and buys a house after it comes into force.   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  We have an anomaly.  We are giving people the benefit of the doubt or the benefit of our 
arrangements, whatever situation they are in.  We could change all the rules and say that anyone who has had an 
interest in leasehold land is, retrospectively from 2000 onwards, ineligible for a first home owner grant for a 
subsequent purchase.  That would mean that we would probably have to take back $7 000 from some people 
who received the grant.  We are letting people receive the grant until the rules are changed by royal assent.  
Afterwards, people in that circumstance will not get the grant.   

Mr J.E. McGRATH:  Would it not be simpler to provide that anyone who built or bought a house after the first 
home owner grant scheme came in, even though it did not include people with leases on council property, would 
get $7 000, and bring it right up to the moment?   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  If we did that once we changed the rules, people who could get a first home owner grant for a 
home on leasehold land would be able to get one also for a subsequent purchase, even though they had had an 
interest in leasehold land.  In those circumstances, people who had a first interest in leasehold land would be 
treated differently from people who had a first interest in freehold land.  That does not seem to be fair.  There is 
no totally rational or unharsh system that we could apply.  Rather than have a completely rational system, we 
have organised things so that it is not harsh on people as the rules change.   
Mr J.E. McGRATH:  I am still not convinced, and I am feeling confused.  We might go through this matter 
during the consideration in detail stage.  Perhaps the advisers from the department will be able to explain it a 
little better.  We support the bill.  The bill fixes an anomaly.  However, like the member for Leschenault, I really 
have a problem with the government not encouraging people to have ownership of the property on which they 
build their first home but instead supporting a leasehold arrangement.   
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DR G.G. JACOBS (Roe) [9.08 pm]:  I have a couple of concerns about the bill.  One concern is with the title of 
the bill.  It could be reworded.  I support the concept of what it is trying to do.  Perhaps we should call it the 
Treasurer’s birthday bill.  The bill provides a grant to people who could be seen to be eligible for the first home 
owner grant.  Like my colleagues, I ask the question: why build on leasehold land?  We are talking about a 
licence or a right of occupancy.  Essentially, land that is termed leased means more to us in practical terms.  Why 
would a person own a house, as the members for South Perth and Leschenault asked, on leasehold land with 
questionable security?  This first home owner grant will assist people to acquire an asset in the anomalous 
situation of a person having no tenure in the land.  That essentially and basically represents bad law that 
encourages and assists a person to acquire a building with no tenure in the land upon which the building is sited. 
Mr E.S. Ripper:  I see your point.  However, if you look at it from their point of view, they would argue that 
they have inferior tenure, and that we would add insult to injury if we did not give them a first home owner grant 
as well. 
Dr G.G. JACOBS:  I wonder what is driving this change.  I do not see great demand for these changes from 
people coming through the door of my electorate office.  I have about 20 shires in my electorate.  People are not 
knocking down my door and making requests for the first home owner grant when building or buying a house on 
local government leasehold arrangements.  It is a very small component of the overall market.  How many cases 
are we dealing with here?  I have done some simple maths.  The Treasurer talked about a catch-up caseload.  The 
funding commitment is $400 000.  If the first home loan is $7 000, the $7 000 into $400 000, according to my 
maths, which are not good as I am not a mathematician, is around 55 cases or grants.  The ongoing situation will 
be an allocation of $100 000 a year, which is about 14 ongoing cases a year.  Therefore, I ask the questions:  
What specific group feels aggrieved?  Which group is being identified here?  I am not sure such people are 
coming through my electorate door.  From what I heard from the member for South Perth, people are not coming 
through his door making such requests.  He may live in South Perth, but, hey, I live in the bush and have 20 
shires in my electorate.  Which people comprise this caseload?  Does it exist?  I suggest that we have no big 
caseload in this anomalous situation of buildings on leased land.  I recognise what the Treasurer is attempting to 
do.  I have concerns about the anomalous situation of assisting people in the acquisition of an asset with no 
tenure in the land.  What is the total demand here?  What is the driver for this reform?  How did it come into 
fruition?  As sure as heck, a lot of people are not chewing my ear about this matter.  I may be in the wrong place, 
but I move around a fair bit in my electorate.  At all the meetings I hold with shires and local people, this matter 
has never been raised with me.  For that reason, I wonder what is driving this change.  I can understand what the 
bill is attempting to do.  I support the concept, other than, as stated by other members previously, its elements 
that assist people in the development of an asset on land with no tenure.  The opposition has concerns about that 
aspect.  The Treasurer stated that some people cannot afford to buy the land, and that the government would give 
them a double-whammy by not providing a grant to those people to allow them to build a house on that land.  
This measure sets a somewhat dangerous precedent in helping people build an asset with no tenure. 
MR E.S. RIPPER (Belmont - Treasurer) [9.15 pm]:  I thank the opposition for its support of the legislation.  A 
number of interesting questions were asked.  Perhaps the most interesting question related to security of tenure 
and whether government should offer people a first home owner grant, as this might encourage these people to 
take up an arrangement that is seen by certain members to be inferior.  I am advised that the Commissioner of 
State Revenue is currently drafting a revenue ruling that will set out the factors the commissioner will take into 
consideration when determining whether a person’s licence or right of occupancy provides reasonable security of 
tenure.  The length of time for which a person is granted a licence or right of occupancy is only one of many 
factors.  Others include the up-front cost of securing the property; whether the licence can be terminated at short 
notice, and by whom; the ability of the licensee to renew, and the period of that renewal; the ability of the 
licensee to assign the licence - in other words, can the home be on-sold? - what will happen if the licence is 
relinquished; what will happen at the end of the period of licence; and what ownership rights apply to the 
licence?  For example, can the licensee do things as though the property were owned without needing approval; 
that is, is it akin to normal home ownership?  These revenue rulings will be public rulings, so people will see the 
types of factors the commissioner will take into account. 
Presumably, in a place like Geraldton, people have an opportunity to buy freehold land or freehold properties.  It 
is not as though they are given the choice of building a house or buying a house on only the leasehold tenure 
arrangements.  In other words, people must be making a choice to enter into these arrangements, even though 
some members of this house regard the tenure arrangement to be not totally satisfactory.  Why people make that 
choice, I do not really know.  However, I had to deal with the circumstance of people who have made that 
choice.  We as a house must decide whether we should deny those people the $7 000 first home owner grant 
because they have made that choice.  The view of the government - I think it is also the view of the house - is 
that these people should receive the $7 000 first home owner grant.  The question of whether these tenure 
arrangements should be discouraged is not something that I have dealt with.  My portfolio responsibility is to 
look at who is eligible for the grant and to recommend to the government and the Parliament changes to the law 
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if it is operating in an unfair manner.  However, as a result of this debate, I will refer the Hansard report of the 
comments of the member for Leschenault to the minister with responsibility for land administration; namely, the 
Minister for Planning and Infrastructure.  Having perused that Hansard, the minister may consider whether any 
further action is required.   

My officers from the Office of State Revenue are of the view that the Shire of Greenough may be reconsidering 
whether it should continue with this type of arrangement.   

Another question raised was how these matters will be publicised.  Not a large number of people are expected to 
be affected.  I was interested in the calculations of the member for Roe, which indicate the relatively small scale 
of the issue.  The Office of State Revenue will have direct knowledge of individuals who will be affected by the 
circumstances and will communicate directly with those individuals.  The office will also raise the issue with the 
relevant shires that have these arrangements.  I will put out another media release and attempt to get some 
coverage of the issue in local newspapers.  If members think it is a worthwhile thing to do, we will liaise with 
members of Parliament in those areas where these types of leasehold arrangements exist. 

Members have asked how this matter came to light.  The first home owners grant scheme is in part administered 
by financial institutions.  It became apparent to the Office of State Revenue that some financial institutions had 
paid out the first home owner grant to people in these circumstances.  Subsequent checking by the Office of 
State Revenue revealed that these people might not be eligible.  The situation then arose in which, if they were 
not eligible, the $7 000 would have to be collected back.  If that is the case, the only choice the Office of State 
Revenue has is to suggest to the government that there might be an anomaly or unfairness, and that the 
government should recommend to the Parliament that the law be changed.  Incorrect payment of some grants, 
together with rejection of other grant applications, created a circumstance in which some people were getting the 
grant and others were not.  There was an obvious anomaly that needed to be rectified one way or another.  It 
could be done by either uniformly rejecting the grants and taking back the money from some people who had 
received it or seeking to have the law changed.  Given that people in leasehold arrangements with the 
commonwealth or state governments get the grant, it would be patently unfair if people in similar leasehold 
arrangements with local government were not eligible for the grant.  It seemed to be an indefensible position. 

The member for Leschenault asked why there is only a one-year period of grace for people to make an 
application.  I am advised that that is the normal period in which people have the opportunity to apply for a first 
home owner grant.  Usually, if a person engages in an eligible transaction, he or she has a year after that 
transaction in which to make an application for the first home owner grant.  If it is not done within that year, the 
opportunity is lost.  The one-year period is taken from that part of the legislative scheme and applied to this set 
of amendments.  In administering a scheme the size of the first home owner grant it is necessary to have these 
types of administrative arrangements to maintain reasonable control of expenditure and reasonable predictability 
about what the scheme will cost from year to year.  

The last set of issues arose from the comments of the member for South Perth.  By interjection, I tried to the best 
of my ability to clarify the situation for the member.  I am not sure whether he and I have reached a common 
understanding, but I am not really able to add to the explanation that I gave by way of interjection.  However, I 
will say this.  The government could have retrospectively changed the law from 1 July 2000.  We could have 
said that from that date any person with an interest in this type of property, for whom it was his or her first 
interest in a residential property, would be eligible for the grant.  We could then have made a consequential 
amendment to provide that anyone buying another property any time after gaining an interest in leasehold land 
would then not be eligible for the first home owner grant for the second property.  If we retrospectively change 
the law from 1 July 2000 in that double-barrelled away, we would actually take away from people something 
that they had already been eligible for, and had applied for and received in good faith.  We are giving people the 
benefit both ways.  We are making them eligible for something for which they have not hitherto been eligible.  
However, where they have been eligible for the grant and have received it, we will not take it away from them. 

Mr J.E. McGrath:  If they had two houses and did not apply for the first one when they lived in the council 
area, and then moved to another house and applied for the grant, we did not let them have it.  Wherever you live, 
you only get one grant, don’t you? 

Mr E.S. RIPPER:  That is the principle on which the scheme operates.  I looked at the scheme and the 
arrangements proposed by the Office of State Revenue quite closely.  My conclusion was that there was no 
absolutely consistent application of the principles that would not be harsh in some individual circumstances, and 
I could see what the Office of State Revenue was recommending - a scheme that would give a reasonable period 
of transition and some benefits to people in all sorts of circumstances, before we moved to a completely 
consistent arrangement.  That is the way I have looked at it.  We could have been more rational and more 
consistent, but we would then have been more harsh. 
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I think that deals with all the issues raised by members.  Have I covered all the issues that the member for 
Leschenault was concerned about? 

Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan:  I am grateful to you for sending that matter off to your ministerial colleague.  Will 
she respond to the opposition directly? 

Mr E.S. RIPPER:  Her people will read the Hansard and that request is now in Hansard. 

Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan:  She has one of those dictionaries which do not appear to include words like 
“accountability”.  If you can make sure that she gets back to us, that would be nice. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER:  The member is jeopardising the prospects of an appropriate response to his request!  I will 
undertake, having sent the Hansard to the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure, to get a response, which I 
will then provide to the member. 

Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan:  If we ask questions about other matters, will you do the same thing for us? 
Mr E.S. RIPPER:  If they relate to my Treasury or government enterprises portfolios, or to my role as Deputy 
Premier or Minister Assisting the Minister for Public Sector Management, I would be happy to answer those 
questions. 

I thank members for their support of this legislation. There is one other issue I will mention.  The member for 
Roe said that he had not had any issues from any of the large number of shires with which he deals in his rather 
large electorate.  My understanding is that there are only three areas of the state in which these arrangements 
apply - Geraldton, Greenough and Manjimup.  However, it may be that an isolated case will emerge from 
another area.  I commend the bill to the house. 
Question put and passed. 
Bill read a second time.  

Consideration in Detail 

Clauses 1 to 3 put and passed. 
Clause 4:  Section 6 amended - 
Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  I thought that we could have dealt with the detailed queries from the 
opposition during the second reading debate.  However, one matter in particular arose that necessitated us going 
into consideration in detail to get some more information.  Section 6(1)(f) of the First Home Owner Grant Act 
defines the “relevant interest” for the purposes of the scheme.  Paragraph (f) states - 

a licence or right of occupancy granted by the Commonwealth or the State that gives, in the 
Commissioner’s opinion, the licensee or the holder of the right reasonable security of tenure; 

I alluded to that when I referred to the commissioner’s ability to approve these matters when he considered that 
there was a reasonable security of tenure, and I referred to the situation in Geraldton regarding the 21-year 
grants.  However, that is not the issue I want to pursue.  This paragraph will be amended to include local 
government, as well as the commonwealth and state governments.  Will the minister explain which provision in 
the legislation ensures that the home owner must actually own the property on the land?  Even if the land were 
provided under a leasehold agreement or whatever with the local authority, where in the principal legislation is a 
provision that the person who receives the grant must be the owner of the property that sits upon the leasehold 
land? 
Mr E.S. RIPPER:  Section 14(1) of the principal act defines an eligible transaction as - 

(a) a contract made on or after 1 July 2000 for the purchase of a home in the state. 

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  That clarifies the matter.  However, I need the minister to confirm that once 
this legislation is passed there is absolutely no loophole that would allow a person who has a leasehold 
arrangement or an agreement with a local authority, the state government or the commonwealth government for 
that matter, to access the first home owner grant unless that person owns the physical bricks and mortar or wood 
and tin that sits upon that land. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER:  I am advised that that is the case.  The person must own the bricks and mortar. 

Mr D.F. BARRON-SULLIVAN:  The Treasurer quite often uses the terminology “I am advised”.  The second 
reading stage and consideration in detail stage of legislation are very important.  I do not know whether the 
minister’s statement has legal implications.  Is there a reason the Treasurer prefaces his answers to questions by 
saying that he is advised?  Can he go on the record as the Treasurer and make a statement that it is the case?  It is 
the Treasurer’s legislation; it is not his advisers’. 
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Mr E.S. RIPPER:  When I am asked questions that appear to have a legal implication, I am careful not to 
pretend to have an expertise that I do not have.  On technical matters of interpretation, I am in fact relying on the 
advice of the people who have prepared the legislation.  It is only fair that that situation be made clear to the 
house. 
Mr D.F. Barron-Sullivan:  It goes without saying that you take advice on a range of things day to day, 
including the legislation you introduce into Parliament.  However, you have carriage of this legislation as a 
minister of the crown.  I wonder why you use that terminology all the time.  It is almost as though you are 
covering yourself in case of a slip-up in the future, so that you can say you only took advice.  I just mention that 
in passing. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER:  The member has a deeply suspicious approach to life. 

Clause put and passed. 

Clauses 5 to 10 put and passed. 

Title put and passed. 
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to third reading. 

Third Reading 

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr E.S. Ripper (Treasurer), and transmitted to the Council. 
 


